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oTHE High'¡¡ay Beautification Act of 1965 is a joint attempt by the Federal Government

and the various state goveruments of the United States to provide for scenic development and road beautification of Federal-Aid highway systems, There are three major
sections of the Act: Title I and Title II deal with provisions for limiting and controlling
outdoor advertising ancì junkyards adjacent to highways; Title III is col.rcerned with the
need fo¡ landscaping and scenic enhancement of highway systems.
The primary objective of this study is to focus on Title III by concentrating on the
problems involved in identifying and quantifying the benefits and costs that result from

highway l¡eauti-f i cati or.r .
In undertakit.tg such a study, problems arise as to the selection of the proper. metÌrod
for evaluatitrg the economic effects and social benefits of the scenic enhancement of
highways. Also confusion exists a"s to what constitutes scenic enhancement. Moreover,
the lack of proper data necessary for the determination and measurement of the effects
of highway beautification has proved to be a troublesome factor.
Two procedures yielding two widely different rreasures of the expected effects of a

highwaybeautificatiotlproglamcaubesuggested. Thefirst, whichhas been suggested by
the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, is the economic impact study. This approach is a
valid way of measuriug the regional effects of scenic enhancement on employment, income aud levels of economic activity, It fails to measure, however, the total net benefit of the proposed action to the rvhole nation, and therefore, it does not reveal whether
the project should be undertaken in order to increase the national welfare. Instead,
impact studies merely measure the "make work" capacity of a government project; this
type of analysis is relevant from the national viewpoint only as a measure of counterrecessionary efficacy-despite its obvious attractions to local real estate interests and
local chambers of commerce.
Whereas economic impact studies reveal only the redistributive effects of government action on particular sectors rvithil.r the economy, the use of the second type of
study, a cost-benefit approach, can be made to reveal the costs, or disadvantages to
the nation as a whole, alid the benefits, or advantages to society of the various alternatives (goverr.rmental programs), thus developing a systematic basis for analyzing the
desirability of public expenditure on scenic enhancement programs. This approach can
indicate the tret gai.n or loss to society from allocating economic resources to programs
for scenic enhancement of highways.
The main problem of utilizing the cost-benefit approach is in correctly enumerating
and evaluating the benefits aud costs involved. (The same problems are, of course,
fouud in other areas in which cost-benefit analysis has been applied-weapons systems,
air pollutiotr, water resources use, etc.) Fortunately, the cost aspect seems to contain uo major difficulties and can be readily ascertained from engineering estimates of
the cost of sceuic etrhancement per mile of highway; although the problem of exactly
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what it is tliat constitutes scenic enhancement and horv it diJfers from highway improvements ìras to be thoroughly defiued. The iclelitification and economic quantification of
benefits is considerably more difficult, however. especially in the abser.rce of market

tlalsactions.

Possible benefits derived from scenic enhaucement of highways appear to fall into
(a) visual pleasules which mal<e a more enjoyable ilip. (b) a possible
change in the accident rate, (c) a possible alteration in the average time of trips, and
(d) a possible dillelence in vehicle operating costs and in highway maintenance costs,
Hopefully. these and perhaps other benefits to both users andnon-users of the highway
can be ide¡rtified in the course of the study.
The measurement of these benefits, once they are identified, hinges on the availability of appropriate data to determine the significance and magnitude of the benefits,
as well as thei.r economic value and particular applicability to the populations of specific states possessing widely different social and economic characteristics affecting

four categories:

highway use.

Pleliminary investigation of the available literature reveals that very little datahave
been collected primarily for the purpose of allowi.ng selected benefits of scenic enhancement to be analyzed through statistical techniques. Data related to the aesthetic benefits cierivecl from scenic enhancement, for example, seem to be almost entirely lacking,
Given the time Iimitations of our study, it did not seem that this problem could be surmounted by a sample sulvey.
Accordingly, attempts are being made to utilize data collected from various sources
for other purposes to enumerate and evaluate (a) the persons who engage in driving for
visual enjoyment (benefits) and (b) to see if differences in accident rates can be statistically associated with scenically enhanced highways.
BENEFITS FROM DRIVING ON SCENICALLY ENHANCED HIGHWAYS

A survey of. 922 households by the Michigan Survey Research Center in the fall of
1959 was the basic source of data. Among the many socioeconomic and attitudinalquestions asked of each household was the frequency of engaging in pleasure driving over
the past 12 months.
A multivariate regression analysis of these data has been undertaken to isolate the
significant variabÌes that inJluence the desire to engage ir.r pleasur:e driving. Our concern is, of course, not only with whether a person went pleasure driving or not. but
also the number of times during the year that such an event occurred. The natural approach might seem to be using days of pleasure driving as the dependent variable, re-

garding those who did not go as zero days. There is a statistical weakness in this approach. however, since there may be many non-pleasure drivers. This will lead to a
concentration of values at zero, while there can be no negative observations. Thus.
while an estinated linear regression relation rvill have a tendency to be above the axis
over the relevant range, the relationship will tend to be very flat because of the bunching of the zero observations. This will lead to an underestimate at the high el.rd of the
relationship. Therefore, the normal regression model is likely to be inappropriate
when the variation of the dependent variable is bounded ancl there is a concentration of
observations at the boundary.
To avoid this problem, the regression analysis is broken into two stages. Initially,
the regression analysis is being utilized to determine the conditional probability of
participation in pleasure driving via dummy dependent variables with a zero vs one code
for no participation during the past 12 months vs participation (regardless of amount).
If this stage is successful in indicating the major significant explanatory variableswhich
affect the probability of engaging in this activity, then, at the second stage, the zero
participants are removed from the sample and the actual days of participation are used
as the dependent variable of the pleasure driving sample population. A multivariate
regression analysis of this group will yield a predictive equation for the number of days
of pleasure driving for any given hypothetical population.
In general, the independent variables that we are testing consist of two types, socioeconomicvariables (e,g., age, income, sex, and race) and locational or physical
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variables (i, e. . variables related to region of the county, urban-nonulban e¡vironme¡t,
and age of car).
Pleasure driving is apparently a ubitluitous phenomenou with almost B0 percer.rt of
the households in the sample indicating some engagemènt in this activity in the 12 months
prior to the survey. Moreover. 12 percent indicated that they wished to participate
evell more often than they had in the past year, Unfortunately our data do not indlcate
whether the inaccessibility of facilities or some other factor is constraining participation in pleasure drivirrg.
The initial runs have provided some interesting results, For example, the age of
the car was not a significar.rt variable in explaining the probabiliiy of participation. Apparently if an individual goes pleasure driving, his demand for this activity is not impaired by the age of his car. At the present time, lesearch has liot indicated thateither
region of the country or the degree of urbanization of the area in which the respondent
resides affects the probability of his engaging in this activity.
Although this stage of the analysis is not complete, it does appear that age of the
head of the household, income level, the sex of the respondent, and the presence of
chiÌdren under 14 are the major sigr.rificant socioeconomic variables in explainingthe
probability of drivingfor pleasure. Although the statistics are tentative, i.ndications
are that the probability of participation in pleasure driving decreases, all other things
being equal, by approximately 0.007 ior each year of age. Thus the probabili.ty oi a
40-year-old individual going pleasure driving is about 0. 14 Iess than a, 20-year-old
who has all the other socioeconomic characteristics except the age of the 4O-year-old.
Therefore, despite the fact driving does not require strenuous, physical activity or
agility which is normally associated with youth, age does reduce the probability of participation somewhat.
The probability of pleasure driving increases with j.ncome by approximately 0.013
per thousand dollars of iucome. Thus it would appear an increase of $1000 in income
level would. aII other things being equal. increase the probability of pleasure driving
by 1.3 percent. The importance of income is fairly obvious, at least at low levels of
income, since some minimum is required to own or at teast operate a carfor pleasure.
The analysis shows that 40 percent of the sample poputation whose income is below
President Johnson's poverty line did not participate inpleasure drivj.ng at aI1 . This
compares with 24 percent whose income is between $3,000 and $4, ggg, 12 percent of
the$5000to$?499incomegroup, and8.6percentofihe$?500to$9999incomegroup.
Only in the $ 10,000 and over group does the proportion of the population who did not
participate reverse this downward trend; 20. 5 percent in the highest income group did
not participate.
The conditional probability anaiysis of the effect of income shows that the probability
of pleasure driving increases with rising income until about a level of $ 10, 000, when it
begins to decline. This suggests not only the importance of some above poverty income
level, which is necessary to engage in pleasure driving, but also that at the highest i.ncome level the pull of competing activities (either recreational or vocational) reduces
the probability of pleasure driving for the rich. Consequently. both the very rich and
the very poor are less likely to drive for pleasure.
Attempts are being made to delve further into this income effect to find out what proportion of the population indicates a preference to engage i.n even more pleasure driving
than they did in the observed 12-month period. In the below $3000 class, 16,4 percent
wauted to pleasure drive more than they did before. This compares with 11.3 percent
for the $3000 to $4999 class, 9.3 percentfor the $5000 to $?499 class, 12.l percent
for the $7500 to $9999 class and 11.1 percent for the $10,000 or more class. Thus,
the top two classes do show increasing preference for more activity. Since it would
not appear that lack of income would be the constraint, it may weII be that the pull of
vocational activities limits the pleasure driving of the rich.
Despite the pronounced income effect, differences i.n the probability of participation
between white collar and blue collar occupations have not been identi-fied. People not
normally in the labor foLce, e.g,, housewives, students, and retired peopie, have a
significantly lower probabiiity of pleasure driving (even a-fter their income levelistaken
into account) then those who normally are in the labor force.
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The most surprising result obtai.ned so far is that the probability of etigagì.t.rg in
pleasure driving is 5 percent greatel for fer.¡ra1es than tnales. A silnilar but more restrictive finding rvas ol:tained in the 1960 National Recreation Sr.rLvey, which indicated
that the percentage oi ïemaLes wiro u'ent driving lor pleasule exceedecl nales in ç¡eneLal,
especially in the 18 to 24 age categoly. So far, no evidence has beeu four.rd that race
siguiTicantly alfects the probability of pleasure dliving. At present tliis is all that cali
be reltorted on the statistical findings about usels oI scenically enìranced highways.

EFFECT OF SCENIC ENHANCEMENT ON ACCIDENTS
Whether or not orìe can associate a sig-niÏicant clifference in accident rates on sceuically enhanced highways vs norl-scerlicalì.y enhanced higl.rways is beir.rg analyzed. For
tl.ris 1tur"1tose, the New Jersey State Highrvay Departr.nent provided data on son're 92highway segnents throughout Nerv Jelsey. Besides indicatir.rg whether each segment was,
in the opinion of highrvay engineers. scenically enhanced or not, the Highway De¡rartment ¡4^ave statistics ou number of accidents, ir.rjuries. and fatalities, volume attd type
of tra^ffic. speed lin'rlt. access points pel mile, traJfic sig-nals per mile, type of mediau,
number of lanes and their wldth.
A r.nr"rltiple rep¡r'ession analysis of these data is being pelfolmecl . If it is Iound that
scenic enhancement leduces accidents, then it will be possible to put a dollar value ou
the lecluction in accidents in older to get a measure of benefits from this aspect. If,
olt the other hand, an inclease in accidelits ou scenically enhanced highways is fouud,
tl.ris r.nust lte included as a negative benefit or cost, over and above the landscapingcosts
of scenic enhancement.
TIME AND SCENIC ENHANCBMENT
So far. ll'e have been unable to obtain similar highway clata wl.tich give the same
highway descriptj.ve variables as tl"re acciclent data plus data or.r tlavei tilne between two
points. Ideally, what is needecl is some information on average speed or travel time
over highway segments rvhich can be categoli.zed as sceuic ol not, plus data ou speed
lir.nits. access points, tra.ffic signals, volume and number of lanes, Eveulesscomplete
infolruatiolt tvor"rld be rvelcome. since a sample of one is better that-r a sample of zero.
SUIVIMARY

Iu this study the obj ect j.s to attempt to enumerate and evaluate net social benefits
from scenic enhancement of highways. Rather than proceedit.tg directly to a
tlew survev, we have attempted to examine existing data to identily and quantify benefits
applicable to Nerv Jersey highways.
We ate not ovelly optirnistic about deriving completely satisfactory answers from
the anaiysls. We do hope to glean some useful insights into such tìiil.rgs as (a) what are
the socioeconor¡ic chalacteristics of the pleasure driving populatior.r, (b) some estimate
of the amount oI pleasur:e dliving tl.re future population of New Jersey w111 engage in, aud
(c) whether differences in accidents or tlavel time canbe statistically asclibedto scenic
enhancement. If this much is accomplished, we will have made an advauce in solving
the major probler.n of estimating the benefits from enhancement and, at the same time.
be abLe to suggest areas for further surveys and analysis.
accruing^
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